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Constructing a Self-Portrait: Tell Many Stories in One Piece
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EDUCATION STANDARDS & OBJECTIVES

1. Visual Arts: Alabama Anchor Standard Creating 2 – Artists experiment with forms,

structures, materials, concepts, media, and artmaking approaches.

2. Visual Arts: Alabama Anchor Standard Responding 7 – Individual aesthetic and

empathetic awareness developed through engagement with art can lead to

understanding and appreciation of self and others.

3. Visual Arts: Alabama Anchor Standard Connecting 10– Through artmaking,

people make meaning by investigating and developing awareness of perceptions,

knowledge, and experiences.

4. Visual Arts: Alabama Anchor Standard Connecting 11 – People develop ideas and

understandings of society, culture, and history through their interactions with art.
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MATERIALS NEEDED

1. Unlined index cards -2 cards/student

2. • Printed text from magazines, newspapers, maps & other sources • Colored and

patterned paper

3. • Pencils & erasers

4. • Scissors

5. • Glue sticks or Elmer’s glue in cups (with glue brushes)

6. • Thin water soluble markers

7. • Watercolor brushes

8. • Colored pencils

VERIFICATION

Steps to check for student understanding

1. Understand that a “portrait” of a person may be expressed in symbols and words,

as well as by drawing and painting.

2. Understand that a collage is artwork made from cutting and assembling different

images

to create a new whole.

PROJECT
Watch the Artist Spotlight video on Michi Meko.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yiGOid9fuuk

1. Have each student brainstorm a self portrait made of both words and images.  

2. Have the student list attributes, stories, and achievements that characterize

themselves.

3. Cut out a variety of shapes from different colored and patterned paper and glue them

on a blank index card to create an interesting background.

4. Look through magazines, maps, newspapers, and other sources to find text and images

that describe the list.

5. Cut out the text and images and glue them on the card to create an interesting
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arrangement for the foreground.

6. Using fine tip markers or colored pencils, draw other symbols and/or words on the

collaged card to represent associations and characteristics of the person portrayed.

7. If desired, use a small amount of water on a brush to blend the colors created by the

water based markers.  

8. On a second index card, write a paragraph describing the person portrayed in the

collaged portrait and why they have inspired you.

9. Put both cards (the collage and the writing) together back to back in a plastic sleeve or

by gluing them together.

Fun Variations to Try:

• Paste a section of an Alabama map, patterned or colored paper on the card before

adding collage elements.

• Use watercolors, tempera or acrylic paint to cover the index card; let this painting dry

and then add collage images.

ARTIST BIOGRAPHY & ARTIST STATEMENT

Michi Meko, a Florence native, is an Atlanta-based artist who has earned national

recognition. He has exhibited at museums across the country and was featured as

an Artist in Residence on the streaming service Hulu in 2019. His exhibition

currently on display at the Tennessee Valley Museum of Art is titled When It’s

Black Outside: Notes from the Before Times.

In the summer of 2015, I almost drowned. Inviting this life changing event’s

influence into my studio practice, my recent paintings and sculptures focus on

the African American experience of navigating public spaces while remaining

buoyant within them . This work contributes to an important conversation, as

African Americans in public space are consistently threatened, now more visibly
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and openly with the evidence and sharing offered by social media. This barrage

of images simulates an experience of drowning under the heavy weight of ten

thousand pounds of pressure while being held to the ocean’s floor.

The work incorporates the visual language of naval flags and nautical

wayfinding, combined with romanticized objects of the American South as a

means to communicate the psychological and the physical. These references

signal the warning of a threat or the possibility of safe passage. Working beyond

the physical image of the body, objects of buoyancy and navigation become

metaphors for selfhood, resilience, and the sanity required in the turbulent

oceans of contemporary America.

The use of navigation is one of the skills required for any journey. At a youthful

age this knowledge is taught through oral history and becomes the framework for

understanding a past and a present mobility. It is the necessary visual device for

future expeditions and one’s survival.
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IMAGE 1
“The Inner Experience Evolving Self” (2019) Acrylic, charcoal, gold leaf, and mixed media paper.
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IMAGE 1.A
“The Inner Experience Evolving Self” (2019) Acrylic, charcoal, gold leaf, and mixed media paper.
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IMAGE 2
“Bliss or Misery” (2019) Acrylic, charcoal, gold leaf, and mixed media paper.
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IMAGE 2.A
“Bliss or Misery” (2019) Acrylic, charcoal, gold leaf, and mixed media paper.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Abstract Art- Art that does not attempt to represent an accurate depiction of a

visual reality but instead use shapes, colours, forms and gestural marks to

achieve its effect.

Artistic Style- In the visual arts, style is a "...distinctive manner which permits

the grouping of works into related categories" or "...any distinctive, and therefore

recognizable, way in which an act is performed or an artifact made or ought to be

performed and made". It refers to the visual appearance of a work of art that

relates it to other works by the same artist or one from the same period, training,

location, "school", art movement or archaeological culture.

Cartography- The science or practice of drawing maps.

Collage- A technique of art creation, primarily used in the visual arts, but in

music too, by which art results from an assemblage of different forms, thus

creating a new whole.

Graffiti- Writing or drawings scribbled, scratched, or sprayed illicitly on a wall or

other surface in a public place.

Identity- Who you are, the way you think about yourself, the way you are

viewed by the world and the characteristics that define you.

Inspiration- The process of being mentally stimulated to do or feel something,

especially to do something creative.

Kilroy Was Here- Graffiti that became popular during World War II. Its origin is

debated, but the phrase and the distinctive accompanying doodle became

associated with GIs in the 1940s: a bald-headed man (sometimes depicted as

having a few hairs) with a prominent nose peeking over a wall with his fingers

clutching the wall.
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Mark Making- Describes the different lines, dots, marks, patterns, and textures

we create in an artwork. It can be loose and gestural or controlled and neat.

Mind Maps- Refers to a diagram that has a branch or root-like structure radiating

from a central image on the page, and which uses lines and colour to show

relationships, groupings, and connections betweens words, ideas, and images.

Mystic- A person who seeks by contemplation and self-surrender to obtain unity

with or absorption into the Deity or the absolute, or who believes in the spiritual

apprehension of truths that are beyond the intellect.

Patina- The impression or appearance of something.

Self portrait- A portrait of an artist produced or created by that artist.

Typography- The art and technique of arranging type to make written language

legible, readable and appealing when displayed. The arrangement of type

involves selecting typefaces, point sizes, line lengths, line-spacing, and

letter-spacing, and adjusting the space between pairs of letters.
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